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Abstract. A well-known model for the evolution of the (space-dependent) concentration and (lumped) 
temperature in a porous catalyst is considered. A sequence of invariant regions of the phase space is given, 
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1. Introduction. This paper is concerned with a well-known model (Aris [1]) for 
the evolution of a single reactant concentration u and of the uniform temperature v 
in an isothermal catalyst 
(1.1) du/dt = Au-<t)2f(u,v) in í l , du/dn = a(l-u) on díl, 
(1.2) dv/dt = Áp,(l-v) + Á<j>2 \ f(u,v)dx. 
Here, A is the Laplacian operator and n is the outward unit normal to the boundary 
of the bounded domain Í1<=RP (p = 1,2, or3). The parameters 4>2, a, A, and p, are 
strictly positive. 
As it has been frequently pointed out in the literature ([1] and references given 
therein), the isothermal model (1.1), (1.2) is not unrealistic because temperature is 
often lumped in practice, due to the high conductivity of the solid catalyst. In fact, 
such a model is a first approximation, as /? -» 0 and v -> 0, of the nonisothermal model, 
in which temperature is spatially distributed, and given by 
(1.3) L~ldv/dt = Av + p<p2f(u,v) in í l , dv/dn = i>(l-v) on díl. 
In this limit, the parameters A and p of (1.2) are A =/3L/Vn and p = v/SaP, where 
Vn and 5 n are the volume and the external área of the domain íl (see [2]). 
The following basic assumptions will be made: 
(H.l) The domain Í1<=RP is bounded and (if p> 1) it is uniformly of class C2+a, 
for some 0 < a < 1. Then, it satisfies uniformly the interior and exterior sphere properties: 
there are two constants, P i > 0 and p2>0, such that, for every point q of díl, two 
hyperspheres, S, and S2, of radius pl and p2, are tangent to díl at q and satisfy: S1 <= íl , 
S2C)ñ = {q}. 
(H.2) The function / : [0, oo[ x [0, oo[ -* R is of class C1 and there is a continuous 
function F: [0, oo[^R such that: (i) /(O, v) = 0 for all v e [0, oo[; (ii) 0 < / (« , v) S F(u), 
\fu(u, v)\ S F(u), 0 </„(«, v) for all («, v) e ]0, oo[ x ]0, oo[. 
Assumption (H.l) is made for some existence and comparison theorems to be 
applicable. Assumption (H.2) is satisfied by 
(1.4) fl(u,v) = umexp(y-y/v), m^l, y SO, 
(1.5) f2(u,v) = um(k+u)~rcxp(y-y/v), mgl, ygO, fc>0, 
(1.6) f3(u, v) = um[k exp (ya - yjv) + u]r exp (y-y/u), 
ffigl, y g r y a S 0 , fc>0. 
The Arrhenius reaction rate function fx is most frequently used to model thermal 
effects on the reaction rate (see [1]). The Langmuir-Hinshelwood functions/2 and / 3 
have received a considerable attention in the Iiterature. Function f2 was first proposed 
to model carbón monoxide oxidation over platinum catalysts, which is the main reaction 
in automotive pollution-abatement devices. Further experimental evidence showed that 
several hydrocarbons, such as ethylene and propylene, follow similar rate laws when 
oxidized over noble metal catalysts (see [3]). 
In this paper, some global asymptotic stability properties of the steady state of 
(1.1), (1.2) will be obtained. Of course, results in the Iiterature for model (1.1), (1.3) 
(see [4]-[6]) apply to (1.1), (1.2) after small changes; unfortunately they are rather 
mild: the steady state of (1.1), (1.3) is globally asymptotically stable (and henee, it is 
unique) if the parameter <j>2 is small enough. A slightly stronger result was proven in 
[5], but it requires the function fio satisfy/(u, 0 ) > 0 for M > 0 , and this property does 
not hold if / is given by (1.4)-(1.6). The results of [4] were obtained by means of a 
generalized Gronwall inequality. The results of [5], [6] were established by constructing 
sub- and supersolutions converging to the steady state; the same idea has been used 
also in the analysis of related reaction-diffusion problems (see, e.g., [7]-[10]). 
Our approach is somewhat different, although it is also based on comparison 
theorems. We shall construct a sequence {Bm} of invariant, stable regions of the phase 
space of (1.1), (1.2), such that every región Bm traps the transient state of the system 
in a finite time for arbitrary initial conditions. If the sequence {Bm} converges to a 
región of the phase space B in an appropriate uniform sense, then such región is 
globally asymptotically stable for (1.1), (1.2). Therefore, B contains the nonwandering 
set of (1.1), (1.2) (i.e., the set of points (u, v) of the phase space of (1.1), (1.2) such 
that, for every neighborhood of (M, V), l / c C(f í )xR, and every T>0, there are a 
constant t> T and a point (u0, v0)e U that are such that the solution of (1.1), (1.2), 
with initial conditions (u(0), v(0)) = (u0, v0), satisfies (u(t),v(t))eU (see Hirsch 
[11])). In particular, B contains every (stable or unstable) steady state, periodic, or 
quasiperiodic solution, • • •, of (1.1), (1.2). If B consists of only one point, then such 
point is a globally asymptotically stable (and henee, a unique) steady state of (1.1), 
(1.2). This method of finding globally asymptotically stable invariant regions for 
nonmonotone flows is similar to that used by Leung [12] in his study of some 
prey-predator problems; in some sense, the ideas are in the spirit of the work by Keller 
[13] and Sattinger [14] on semilinear elliptic problems. 
In § 2 we shall prove some basic results and state some definitions. In § 3, a 
sequence of invariant regions of the phase space of (1.1), (1.2), of the type described 
above, will be obtained. The results of § 3 will be applied in § 4, to obtain some 
quantitative sufficient conditions for the steady state of (1.1), (1.2) to be globally 
asymptotically stable for a function / of a rather general type: f(u,v) = 
g(u) exp ( y - y/u), which includes the particular instances of (1.4) and (1.5). In 
particular, we shall obtain global asymptotic stability of the steady state if <j>2 is 
sufficiently small or large, or if the function g is increasing and y is sufficiently small. 
As a corollary, some sufficient conditions for the steady state of (1.1), (1.2) to be 
unique will be obtained. For results on existence and uniqueness of the steady state 
of (1.1), (1.3), see [4], [6], [15], [16]. It should be pointed out that to prove uniqueness 
for large </>2 is not an easy task (see [16]). 
The following notation will be widely used in the sequel. If íl is defined as above, 
and if Mj, u2 e C(Cí), then ut £ u2 will mean that Uj(x) g u2{x) for all xeü,, and ui < u2 
will mean that u¡¿ u2 and ux ^ u2. If Mj(x)< U2(X) for all xeü., then we shall write 
u¡« u2. 
2. Preliminary results and definitions. Let us fírst consider some basic results 
concerning the evolution problem (1.1), (1.2), with initial conditions 
(2.1) U(X,0) = M(X)3=0 for all x e ü , v(0) = v^0, 
where üeC2{ü.) and satisfies the boundary condition (1.1). By a (classical) regular 
solution of (1.1), (1.2), (2.1) we shall mean a couple of functions 
u e C1,0(ñ x [0, oo[) fl C2>1(ñ x ]0, oo[),
 v e C\[0, oo[), 
which satisfy (1.1), (1.2), (2.1) pointwise, and are such that u(- , f )g0 , D(Í) = 0 for all 
t > 0. Here, u e C',0 means that the functions (x, t) -> u and (x, t) -» Du are continuous. 
ueC2,1 means that w e C 1 0 and the functions (x, í)-»D2w and (x,t)^>du/dt are 
continuous, where Du and D2u are the matrices of first- and second-order x-derivatives 
of u. Observe that negative concentrations and temperatures are not allowed since they 
do not make sense from the physical point of view. 
The following consequence of máximum principies will be widely used in the 
sequel. 
LEMMA 2.1. Let íl be as in assumption (H.l), and let Wbe a function o /C 1 0 ( Í Íx 
[0, oo[) fl C2-\ñ x ]0, oo[), such that 
(a) W(x,0)iz0 for all xeíl. 
(b) d W/dt > A Wfor all (x, t) e íl x ]0, oo[ such that W(x, t) < 0. 
(c) 3W/dn >0 for all (x, t)edílx ]0, oo[ such that W(x, t)<0. 
Then W(x, t)ií0 for all (x, í ) e ü x [0, oo[. 
Proof The result follows by standard arguments, using máximum principies 
(Protter and Weinberger [17]). 
Global existence and uniqueness of solution of (1.1), (1.2), (2.1) will be a con-
sequence of the following a priori bound. 
LEMMA 2.2. Under assumptions (H.l) and (H.2), let u = u(x,t), v = v(t), be a 
regular solution of (1.1), (1.2), (2.1). Then, there is a constant a>0 and a function 
ip e C2(ñ), such that 
M(X, r ) S l + i/f(x) exp (-at) for all (x, í ) e ü x[0, oo[. 
Proof. As is well known, the problem 
(2.2) AiA + ai/( = 0 in íl, dilf/dn + o-tl/ = 0 on díl, 
has a smallest eigenvalue a > 0, and eigenfunctions tp such that ip » 0. Henee, i¡i may 
be chosen to be such that I / Í S 2 ( M - 1 ) , i/f»0 and the function W=W(x, t) = 
1-M(X, í) + [ 2 e x p ( - a í ) - e x p ( - 2 a í ) ] i / ' ( ^ ) / 2 satisfies W(- , í ) = 0 for all f^O, as it 
comes out when Lemma 2.1 is applied. 
THEOREM 2.3. Under assumptions (H.l) and (H.2), the problem (1.1), (1.2), (2.1) 
has a unique regular solution ifüe C2(H) and ü satisfies the boundary condition. 
Pfoof. Forgiven w and v, let t/> be as in Lemma 2.2 and let k = l + max{t/f(x): xeíi}. 
Then, no regular solution of (1.1), (1.2), (2.1) is añected w h e n / i s replaced, in (1.1), 
(1.2), by another function, / :R 2 ->R, that is defined by: f(u, v) = 0 for u<0,f(u, v) = 
f{u,\v\) for OáuSfc, f(u, v)=f(k,\v\) for u> k. Any solution of (1.1), (1.2), (2.1), 
with / modified as above, is a regular solution of the original problem (the converse 
is trivially satisfied). That is, if ue Cl0(ñx[0, oo[)D C2>1(n, ]0,oo[), ve C\[0, oo[) is 
a solution of the modified problem, then M(- , Í ) £ 0 and c(í) = 0 for all f>0 . Since 
f(u, i ) )^0 for all (M, v)eR2, (1.2) yields dv/dtS;A¿¿(1 -v) and D ( Í ) S 0 for all í > 0 ; 
also, u(-,í)=£0 for all ( > 0 , as it comes out when Lemma 2.1 is applied to W = 
u exp (-f) , and it is taken into account that f(u, v) = 0 for u <0. Then, we only need 
to prove the conclusión of the theorem when / is replaced by /, and this comes out 
from standard theory on semilinear equations (e.g., from [18, Cor. 3.3.5] and [19, 
Lemma 4.2]), when taking into account t h a t / is locally Lipschitz and globally bounded. 
The following e — 8 stability definitions of the Lyapunov type will be used in the 
sequel. They are given in terms of the distance d, associated with the norm 
\\{u, t>) | |=max{|u(x) | :xeñ} + |t>| for (M, v)e C ( ñ ) x R . 
The distance between (u,v)eC(ü,)xR and B<= C(Q,)xR is defined as usually 
d[(u,v),B] = inf{\\(u-u',v-v')\\: (u',v')eB}. Observe that C ( ñ ) x R includes the 
phase space of (1.1), (1.2), (2.1). 
DEFINITION 2.4. Let B<= C( í í )xR. B is said to be an invariant región for the 
problem (1.1), (1.2), (2.1) if, for any regular solution of the problem, (u(- ,0) , v(0))e B 
implies (w(-, t), v(t))eB for all í > 0 . An invariant región B is said to be stable if, 
for every e > 0, there is a 8 > 0 such that for every regular solution of the problem 
d[(u(-,0),v(0)),B]<8 implies d[(u{-,t),v(t)), B]<e for all í > 0 . A región B is 
said to be globally asymptotically attracting if every regular solution of the problem 
satisfies d[(u(-, t), v(t)), B]-»0 as í^oo. An invariant región B is said to be globally 
asymptotically stable if it is stable and globally asymptotically attracting. A región B 
is said to be globally finitely attracting if, for every regular solution of the problem, 
there is a constant T<oo such that (u( •, t), v(t))e B for all t § T. 
The concept of globally finitely attracting región and the following lemma will be 
used in § 3. 
LEMMA 2.5. Let the sequence of regions {Bm} and the región B = f] {Bm: m 6 N}, 
o / C ( 0 ) x R , be such that 
(a) Every Bm is invariant, and globally finitely attracting for (1.1), (1.2), (2.1); 
(b) For every m e N, there are two constants, em>0 and 8m > 0, such that 
N(B, 8m)^Bm<= N(B, ej, where 
N(B, 8) = {(«, v)e C(ñ) xR: d\_(u, v), B] < 8}; 
(c) Em^0fl im->oo. 
Then the región B is invariant and globally asymptotically stable for the problem. 
Proof. Since B = C\ {Bm\ meN}, the región B is clearly invariant. B is stable since 
for every e > 0 there is an m e N such that em < e; then the definition of stable región 
is satisfied with 8 = 8m. Finally, B is globally asymptotically attracting since for every 
e > 0 there is a constant T such that d[(u(•, t), v{t)), B]< e for all ( g j . To see that, 
take m such that em < e and take into account that Bm is globally finitely attracting 
and BmcN(B,em)^N(B,e). 
3. Invariant regions. In this section, we obtain a sequence of regions satisfying 
the hypothesis of Lemma 2.5, which leads to a globally asymptotically stable región 
of the phase space of (1.1), (1.2), (2.1). 
Let {am} be a strictly decreasing sequence of real numbers, such that am -» 1 as 
m->oo and a ° ( a 1 _ l ) = M~ 1 a 1 / (a° , l / a° ) , where the constant M > 0 i s definedbelow. 
Let the sequence {am} be defined by am = l/am for all m e N . From assumption (H.2) 
(see Introduction), it turns out that there is a constant M > 0 and a function h: [0, a°] x 
[a0,oo[-»R, of class C1 and bounded, such that h g 0, dh/du g 0, dh/dv g 0, -dh/duS 
df/du < M for all («, v) e [0, a°] x [a0 , oo[. 
We consider the sequence of regions {Bm}<= C(íl) xR, defined by 
(3.1) Bm = |(w, u ) e C ( ñ ) x R : wm=iu=Sum, Gm=it> + A udx^Gm,vmSvSvm\, 
where u0, u°, G0, G°, v0, and v° are 
(3.2) "o = 0, G0=a0-n~1o-Síl{a°-l), v0=a0, u°=a°> 
G ° = a 0 ( l + AVn) + A r V S n , (3.3) 
v°=a° + i¿-1<l>2Vslsup{f(a0, v) + h(a0,v): v^a0} 
(Vn and S n are the volume of íl and the área of díl, respectively), and where um, um, 
Gm, Gm, vm, and vm ( m g l ) are defined, inductively, by 
(3.4) 
(3.5) 
Aum - <f>2Mum = am(f>\f{um.x, v"1'1) - M«m_,] in íl, 
dum/dn = <r(am-um) on díl, 
Aum - <f>2Mum = am<j>\f{um-\ »„,_,) - Mu"1"1] in í l , 
au"7dn = o- (a" , -u m ) o n a ü , 
Gm = am + A umdx + /jL-1(r\ (l-um)ds, 
Jn Jaíl (3
'
6)
 r . r 
G m = a m + A umdx + /i_Io- (í-um)ds, 
Jn Jan 
(3.7) Dm = max j am,Gm- A um dx, wm\, vm =min | G m - A umdx, wm i 
with 
(3.8) M"V2 í [/(um, »„,_!)+ *(!!„„ üm_1)-ft(M'",I;m-1)]dx, 
Jn 
(3.9) wm = am +
 M - V 2 í [ /(«", Ü " " I ) + /I(II '-, t , - 1 ) - M u ™ , «„_,)] dx: 
Jn 
LEMMA 3.1. Let m=SO fce an integer. If a regular solution of (1.1), (1.2), (2.1) 
satisfies, for all t g 0, 
(3.10) u 0 S w ( - , í ) ^ w ° , a0^v(t) ifm = 0, or 
(3.11) um^u(-,t)^um, ^ , ^ ( ( ) s t - - ' i / m S l , 
then there is a constant T such that for all ( g T, 
(3.12) GmSv(t) + \ u(x,t)dxSGm, vm^v(t)évm. 
Jn 
If in addition, the inequalities (3.12) holdfor f = 0, then they also holdfor all í > 0 . 
Proof. By using (3.10) or (3.11), the time derivative of G(t) = v(t) + A \n u(x, t) dx, 
dG/dt = Án(l-G) + \2n udx + Áa\ (l-u)ds, 
Jn Jeíl 
and dv/dt are easily seen to satisfy, for all t = 0, 
\¡ji(Gm-G+l-am)SdG/dt^\ij,(Gm-G+l-am) for mgO, 
A/i( l- t))gdt)/ í í (SA/i(D< ,-u + l - a 0 ) , 
\n(wm-v + l-am)^dv/dt^\lj.(wm-v + l-am) for m ^ l . 
From these inequalities, the conclusión of the lemma readily follows. 
LEMMA 3.2. The sequences defined by (3.1)-(3.7) satisfy, for all m e N: 
A. um«um+í«um+í«um, Gm<Gm+l<Gm+1<Gm, vm<vm+1<vm+l<vm. 
B. Bm is an invariant región for the problem (1.1), (1.2), (2.1). 
C. Bm is a globally, finitely attracting región for (1.1), (1.2), (2.1). 
Proof. An induction argument will be used in the three cases. It will be proved 
that the required property holds for m = 0 and that it is satisfied for m = p if it holds 
for m = p — 1. 
A. Both steps of the induction argument are easily accomplished by means of 
máximum principies. 
B. To prove that B0 is invariant, observe that if a regular solution of (1.1), (1.2), 
(2.1) is such that (u(- ,0) , u(0))eBo , then it satisfies, for all ígO: (i) «(• , í )gw o = 0 
(definition of regular solution); (ii) t)(r)gi)0 = a0 (use the inequality dv/dt^ 
A ^ ( I - D ) ) ; (iii) u(-, t)¿u° = a° (apply Lemma 2.1 with W=a°-u); and (iv) G 0 á 
u(í) + A Jn u(x, t) dxS G°, i>(í) = u° (Lemma 3.1). In the same way, if £p_, is invariant 
and if (u(- ,0) , Ü ( 0 ) ) € B P C B P _ , , then for all íg() , («(- , í), u(í))e Bp_, and (i) u p S 
M(• ,t)^up (apply Lemma 2.1 with W = u-up and with W = up-u), and (ii) Gpá 
t)(() + A J n « ( x , í ) d x S G ' ' , VpSv{t)Svp (Lemma 3.1). 
C. To prove that B0 is globally finitely attracting, observe that any regular solution 
of (1.1), (1.2), (2.1) satisfies, for some finite constants, T{, T2, and T3 (i) 0 = w o á 
u( •, t) s M° = a° for all í g Tj (Lemma 2.2); (ii) v(t) ^ u0 = a0 for all / g T2 (use the 
inequality dv/dt^\/x(l -v)); and (iii) G0Si)(/) + Aj ñ u(x , t) dx^G0, v0Sv(t)^v° 
for all í g T3 (take the time variable t = í - m a x {7\, T2} and apply Lemma 3.1). 
Now, we assume that Bp_i satisfies property C and prove that Bp also satisfies it. 
Let (u, v) be a regular solution of (1.1), (1.2), (2.1). By taking an appropriate origin 
of the time scale, we may assume that u r l s u ( - , í ) g u r l and up_i S v{t)Sv"~l for 
all f SO. Then there are finite constants, Tx and T2, such that (i) M P S M ( - , Í ) S " P for 
all í S T j (apply Lemma 2.1 with W= u + t/fp exp (—ai) — apup and with W=a p w p + 
ipp exp (—ai) — M, where a > 0 is the smallest eigenvalue of (2.2), and \¡ip g 0 and ipp § 0 
are eigenfunctions such that i/»pgapup — M ( - , 0 ) and i¡i"^u{-,0) — apup); (ii) G p á 
t>(<) + A Jn u(x, t) dxá G", vpSv(t)Svp for all t & T2 (take the time variable t = t - Tj 
and apply Lemma 3.1). 
THEOREM 3.3. A. The sequences defined by (3.2)-(3.7) satisfy um^>u^, um->u*, 
uniformly in ñ; Gm -» G*, Gm -> G*, vm -» v%, vm -» v*, as m -» oo, w/iere u^ ,M* e C 2 (ñ) , 
G*, G*, D*, and v* satisfy 
(3.13) A U ^ ^ / X M * , ! ) * ) fu n , dujdn = (r{\-u^ on díl, 
(3.14) Au* = <¿>2/(«*, »#) in íl, 3u*/3n = o-(l-w*) on Sil, 
G ^ l + A U!|CÍ£X + /A-1O- ( l - w * ) d s , 
Jn Jcsn 
K* dx + juTV 
Ja 
j l . C - A j u*dx, 
I + M"V2 
(3.15) 
G * = l + A 
max 
(3.16) 
dx. 
(3.17) •{°*-Aín" 
1 + M - 1*2 J [/(«*, u*) + n(«*, »*)-«(«*,«*)] rfxj, 
(3.18) 0 « M H : S M * « 1 , 1 S G* S G* < OO, 1 S u* S v* < oo. 
B. 77ie región 
B = \(u,v)e C(Sl) x R: u* S w S u*, G* S u + A wdxSG*, D ^ S Í J S D * 
is invariant, and globally asymptotically stablefor the problem (1.1), (1.2), (2.1). 
Proof. A. The monotone, bounded sequences {Gm}, {Gm}, {um}, and {vm} are 
convergent, and their limits satisfy (3.18) (Lemma 3.2A). In the same way, the 
monotone, bounded sequences {um} and {um} are pointwise-convergent to some func-
tions u* and u* satisfying 0 « w^S u*. By means of elliptic estimates, it may be seen 
that M* and u* are twice continuously diñerentiable and satisfy (3.13), (3.14), and that 
the convergence is uniform in O, (only slight modifications are necessary in the proof 
of Theorem 2.1 of [14], or in the proof of Theorem 10.3 of [20]). Then (3.15)-(3.17) 
are obtained as limits of (3.6), (3.7). The inequality u*« 1 is easily obtained when 
máximum principies are applied to (3.14). 
B. The sequence {Bm} satisfies the hypothesis (a) of Lemma 2.5 (Lemma 3.2). 
Hypothesis (c) is also satisfied if Sm and em are 
(l + AVíi)5m =min{min{u : ) c-um: xeQ,}, min {um -u*: xe f l } , 
G * - Gm, Gm - G*, »„ - vm, vm - v*}, 
em =3( l + AVn) max{max{w :).-iím: xeñ}, max{i/m -u*: xeQ,}, 
G* - Gm, Gm - G*, i>* - vm, vm - v*}. 
Observe that 8m > 0 for m = 0,1, • • •, as it comes out from the inequalities um « u^ S 
M*« um, Gm<G^G*< Gm, vm<v^v*< vm (for m = 0,1, • • •), which are easily 
obtained from Lemma 3.2A. 
Then, we only need to prove that hypothesis (b) is also satisfied. To this end, 
observe that. 
(i) If (M, V) G N(B, 8m), then there is («', v') e B such that 
d[(u, v), (u1, u')] = max{|«-w' | : xeñ} + \v-v'\<8m. 
Henee, u^S « ' §«* , G^S I / + A J"n u' dxS G*, D ^ D ' S D * and 
u m - M a ( w m - M * ) + ( M * - u ' ) - | M - u ' | g ( l + AVn)5m + 0 - 5 m g O , 
Ü - A udxst(Gm-G*) + (G*-v'-\ u'dx) 
— l\v — v'\ + \ \u — u'\dx\ 
^{1 + \Va)8m + 0-(l + \Vn)8m^0, 
vm-v^(vm-v*) + {v*-v')-\v-v'\^(l + \Va)8m + 0-8m^0. 
Similarly, it is easily seen that u - um g 0, v + A j n u dx — Gm S 0 and v — vm^0. Henee, 
(u, i ; )eBm . 
(ii) If (M, V) G Bm and if («', «') e C(fi) x R is given by 
u'(x) = max {«^(x), min {«(x), M*(X)}} for x e fi, 
t) =max | v^, G* ~ A u'dx, min l v, v*, G* - \ u' dx \ \, 
then (u', Ü') e B and d[(u, v), («', i/)] S 2em/3 < em, as is easily seen. Therefore, (u,v)e 
N(B, O -
Remark 3.4. Some remarks about the results above are in order. 
A. It is easily seen, by means of an induction argument, that for every solution 
of (3.13)-(3.18), (u*,u*, G*, G*, u*, v*), the sequence defined by (3.2)-(3.7) satisfies 
(3.19) um«u^u*«um, Gm<G^G*<Gm, vm<v^v*<vm, 
for all m e N. Therefore, the solution of (3.13)-(3.18) that is approached as m -> oo by 
the sequence (3.2)-(3.7), («„., «*, G„., G*, £>.,., v*), is maximal in the following sense: 
any other solution of (3.13)-(3.18) is such that á ^ w ^ u ^ «*, G^SG^SG*^ Ó*, 
^ á ^ á i ) * ^ v*. Since such maximal solution of (3.13)-(3.18) is necessarily unique, 
the región B of Theorem 3.3 is independent of the choice of the sequence {am} and 
of the constant M. Furthermore, if one takes am = am = 1 for all m e N in (3.1)-(3.9), 
the following sequence of regions is obtained 
(3.20) Bm = \(u,v)eC(ñ)xR:um^u^um,Gmíív + k \ udx^Gm,vmSv^vm\, 
where u0, u°, G0, G°, v0, and v° are 
(3.21) M0 = 0, G0=v0=l, M ° = 1 , G°=H-AV n + / i _ , t rS í l s 
(3.22) v°=l + p-'<l>2Vslsup{f(\,v) + h{l,v):v^l}, 
and where um, um, Gm, Gm, vm, and vm (m g 1) are defined ínductively by 
Aum-<l>2Mum = <l>2[f(um_1,vm-l)-Mum_1] in í i , 
8um/dn = o-(l — um) on díl, 
Aum - 4>2Mum = 4>2[f{um-\ !>„,_,) - Mu"-1] in í l , 
aMm/3w = c r ( l - M m ) ondí l , 
(3.23) 
(3.24) 
(3.25) 
Gm = 1+A , ... 
(3.26) 
umdx + /j,~xa {\-um)ds, 
Jsi Jan 
Gm = l + I T Í / X + ^ ' O - ( l - u M ) d s , 
Jn Jan 
t)m = max j 1, Gm - A um dx, 
l + fx,1^ íñum, vm_,) + h{um, vm_l)-h(um, v"-1)] dx\, 
o. J 
(3.27) 
umdx, 
SI 
lin { Gm -
The sequence defined by (3.21)-(3.27) is such that (i) it approaches a solution of 
(3.13)-(3.18) as m-»oo (since it is seen to satisfy Lemma 3.2A and Theorem 3.3A), 
and (ii) it satisfies (3.19) for all m e N and for every solution of (3.13)-(3.18) (to prove 
it, use an induction argument, as above). Henee such sequence also approaches the 
maximal solution of (3.13)-(3.18) as m-»oo, and the región B of Theorem 3.3 may be 
obtained as the limit of the sequence of regions defined by (3.20), which may be easily 
computed (numerically in general) from the linear problems (3.23)-(3.27). 
B. As it was mentioned in § 1, since the región B of Theorem 3.3 is globally 
asymptotically stable, it contains the nonwandering set of (1.1), (1.2), (2.1), and the 
same is true for any of the regions Bm defined by (3.20)-(3.27) (since Be Bm for all 
m e N, as it was seen in remark A above). In particular every (stable or unstable) 
steady state of (1.1), (1.2) is included in B. 
C. If every solution of (3.13)-(3.18) satisfies u% = u* and v* = v*, then the región 
B of Theorem 3.3 is a singleton, B = {(us, vs)}, and (wv, vs) is a globally asymptotically 
stable steady state of (1.1), (1.2); in addition, (us, vs) is the unique steady state of 
(1.1), (1.2), as it comes out from remark B above. Observe also that (3.13)-(3.18) has 
a unique solution in this case. This result will be used in the next section to obtain 
quantitative, sufficient conditions for global asymptotic stability and uniqueness of the 
steady state of (1.1), (1.2). 
4. Global asymptotic stability of the steady state. In this section, we shall obtain 
sufficient conditions for global asymptotic stability of the steady state of (1.1), (1.2), 
(2.1), when the function / is given by 
(4.1) f(u,v) = g{u)exp(y-y/v), 
where g:[0, oo[-»R is a C'-function satisfying 
(4.2) g(0) = 0, g(u)>0 f o r a l l u > 0 . 
Particular instances of such form of / are those in (1.4), (1.5). Some additional 
assumptions about the function g will be considered below, when needed. 
In order to avoid too many involved expressions, we shall obtain only reasonably 
good sufficient conditions for global stability (and not the best ones that can be obtained 
from the results of § 3). 
The role of the parameters <f>2, A, and a deserves some attention. The Damkóhler 
number <j>2 is the basic parameter; the steady-state solutions of (1.1), (1.2), for example, 
are usually represented by the curve 17 — <f>2, where 17 is a significant functional of the 
steady state, i.e., 
, - J 
Ja 
f(u,(x),v,)dx/V0f(l,l), 
which is caüed the effectiveness factor (see [1]). Below, we shall prove that the steady 
state is globally asymptotically stable (i) if <f>2 is sufficiently small or large, for fixed 
valúes of the remaining parameters; and (ii) for arbitrary valúes of </>2 if the parameter 
y is sufficiently small and the function g is increasing. The parameter A is a Lewis 
number; increasing valúes of A are expected to make any steady state of (1.1), (1.2) 
more and more linearly unstable (i.e., to increase the growth rate of the linear stability 
analysis). This has been shown to be true for lumped chemically reacting systems (see 
[21]), and for some distributed systems (suchas (1.1), (1.2) if/(w, v) = u exp (y — y/v); 
see [2]). Observe that the steady-state solutions of (1.1), (1.2) do not depend on A. 
Some of the results below will be independent of A (they will be valid for 0 < A < 00), 
and some others (depending on A) will be quite useful for small valúes of A. The 
Sherwood number tr is usually fairly large (see [1]). Some emphasis will be put on 
obtaining results that are significant as o--»00 (see, e.g., Theorems 4.4 and 4.5). 
Let us assume that the domain íl satisfies assumption (H.l) (see Introduction). 
If the function/ is as defined by (4.1), then Theorem 3.3 applies. The system (3.13)-
(3.18) may be written as 
(4.3) Au^ = (l>2g(u^e\p(y~y/v*) in H, dujdn = a{\ - u * ) on díl, 
(4.4) AM* = 02g(M*)exp(y-y/i) : ) í) in O, du*/dn = tr(l - w*) onáfl , 
t ^ l + maxio , -A ( « * - " * ) dx + ^ l a \ (l-u*)ds, 
l J a Jan 
(4.5) / ¿ - ' ^ [ e x p t y - y / í ; * ) j (g(u^) + h{u^) dx 
- e x p ( y - y / u * ) I h(u*) dx \, 
u * = l + minJA {u* - u^.) dx + IL~X (T \ (l-u^ds, 
L Jn Jan 
(4.6) M - ^ ^ e x p í y - y / t ) * ) ! (g(u*) +h(u*)) dx 
- e x p ( y - y/v*) I fc(w*) dx \, 
(4.7) 0 « M : ( : á u * « l , 1S v* § v* < 00, 
where h = [0,1]-»R is a C'-function satisfying 
(4.8) d ' ( a )20 , g'(u) + / i ' (u)§0 for all O S u S l . 
The function h may be chosen to be such that 
(4.9) fcj = max{0,max{-g'(u)\ 0 S u S l } } = max {h'(u): 0 á u § 1}. 
The main idea to be used in the sequel is the following. According to Remark 
3.4C, if every solution of (4.3)-(4.7) satisfies 
(4.10) «* = "*, »* = !>*, 
then (1.1), (1.2), (2.1) possess a unique steady state, which is globally asymptotically 
stable. 
THEOREM 4.1 (Global asymptotic stability for small <j>2). Under the assumptions 
above, (1.1), (1.2), (2.1) has a unique steady state, which is globally asymptotically stable 
if <t>2 satisfies 
(4.11) <f>2expy<a/ki, 
and one of the following inequalities: 
yVn{k2(2kí + k5)[k3 + kxk^2 exp y/(a -fc,<¿>2 exp y)]<¡>2 (4.12) 
• exp y + k2 + 2k6}<f> e x p y S / i , 
(4.13) yk2(2\f¿Víl + aSn)[k3 + k^fi2 exp y/(a -k^2 exp y)]<£2 exp y á / i , 
yfc2Vn{l + (2A/¿, + ks<f>2 exp y)[k3 + kxkA<)>2 exp y/(a — kx<f>2 exp y)]<f>2 (4.14) 
• exp y £ fi, 
where a, k¡, k2, k3, and kA are as in Lemma A.l (see Appendix), and 
k5 = max {g'(u): O S H S I } , k6 = max {h{u): O S w á l } . 
Proofi We shall prove that if (4.11) and one of the inequalities (4.12)-(4.14) hold, 
then every solution of (4.3)-(4.7) satisfies (4.10). To this end, observe that if (4.11) 
holds, then w„. and w* satisfy (Lemma A.l) 
(4.15) U * - M : ) . S fc2[fc3 + fc,fc4<£2exp y/'(a - fc,</>2 exp y)]<f>2 exp y [ l - e x p (-y£)] , 
where 
(4.16) £=l/vt-l/v* 
is such that 
(4.17) O ^ f á l , f / ( l - f ) S B 2 t í / ( l - » * í ) = ' ' * - ' ' * . 
as it comes out from (4.7). Subtraction of (4.5) from (4.6) yields 
« * - « # S A i - V 2 [ e x p ( y - y / « * ) J (g(u*) + 2A(ti*)) ¿* 
(g("*) + 2fc("*)) dx 
(4.18) 
- e x p ( y - y / u * ) 
(4.19) f * - ^ ^ 2 A i ( « * - « „ ) dx + M_1o- i (u*-u*)ds. 
Jn Jan 
Integration over íl in (4.3) and (4.4) and application of Green's identity yield 
(4.20) <r\ (l-u1,)ds = ct>2exp(y-y/v*)\ giu^dx, 
Jan Jn 
(4.21) o- f (l-u*)ds = <t>2exp(y-y/v*)\ g(u*)dx. 
Jan Jn 
Substraction of (4.21) from (4.20) and substitution in (4.19) lead to 
(4.22) 
f*-t>*S2A j (ii*-tt ¡,) + M " V 2 [ e x p ( r - r / « * g("*) dx 
-exp(y 
-r/w*) g("* 
Jíl 
) Í / X 
Finally, after substitution of (4.15)-(4.17) in (4.18), (4.19), and (4.22), the following 
inequalities are obtained: 
(4.23) f / ( l - f ) á A ( [ l - e x p ( - y f ) ] for ¿=1 ,2 , and 3, 
where y/*A,, y/j.A2, and y/uA3 are the first members of (4.12), (4.13), and (4.14). If 
one of the inequalities (4.12)-(4.14) is satisfied, then £ = 0 (i.e., v% = v*), as it comes 
out from (4.23), u^ = u* (Lemma A.l) and the conclusión of the theorems follows. 
Remark. Condition (4.12) does not depend on A, and it is more stringent than 
(4.14) if fcj T^  0 and A is sufficiently small. If o- is sufficiently small, condition (4.14) is 
more stringent than (4.13). 
THEOREM 4.2 (Global asymptotic stability for all $ 2 > 0 ) . If in addition to the 
assumptions of Theorem 4.1, the function g satisfies condition (A.6) of Lemma A.2 (see 
Appendix), then, for all <f>2>0, (1.1), (1.2), (2.1) have a unique steady state, which is 
globally asymptotically stable, provided that y satisfies one of the following inequalities 
(see Fig. 1): 
(4.24) 
(4.25) 
k7yo-Sn/i¿ S 1/(1 + 2K^VJaSa), 
yo-SJ/x S 1/(1 + k7\pVJo-Sa), 
I 10 
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FlG. 1. Global asymptotic stability for all <¡>2>0. Plots (a)-(d) correspond to conditions (4.24)-(4.27). 
(4.26)
 rS4/(l+4fc7AVn), 
(4.27) ytkH^I2<TSn). 
Here, k-, is as defined in Lemma A.2, and thepositive, nondecreasingfunction Hx: [O, oo[ -» 
R is definedby H,(y) = 2for0^yS2, H,(y) = yfor2<y^yi, and H,(y) = h2[h^{y)] 
foryl <y < oo, where (i) y¡ — /»i(Z() = 4.2488 • • • andzl = 2.6761 • • • is the uniquepositive 
solution of the equation z2 = sinh z tanh z, and (ii) the strictly increasing functions, h¡, 
n2 '• [zi, °°[ -* [yi, °°[ are given by 
ft](z) = sinh z tanh z / ( z - t anh z), h2(z) = z2/(z — tanh z). 
Proof. If Lemma A.2 is applied to (4.3), (4.4), one obtains 
(4.28) O á u * - u * < l - e x p ( - f c 7 y £ ) , 
where £ is given by (4.16) and satisfies (4.17) and 
1 / » * » ^ 1 - É ( » * - i ) / » * » * < ( W ) 7 4 , 
4
-29) 
( » * - l ) / ( » # - l ) S ( l + í ) 2 / ( l - í ) 2 , 
as is easily seen when taking into account (4.7). 
When using (4.20), (4.21), the following inequalities are obtained from (4.5), (4.6), 
upon subtraction or división, 
(4.30) v*-v^2\ 
(4. 
(u*-u*)ds, 
díl 
(»*-«„.) dx + ¡x la 
.31) ! ) * - D ^ A i («*-« l i l)<fa + / * - , ( 7 [ l - e x p ( - y í ) ] | (l-u¿ds, 
Jn Jan 
(4.32) « • - ^ ( t r / j t ) í ( l - u * ) á s - e x p ( - y f ) í ( l - « # ) < f e l 
Jan Jan J 
(4.33) ( t ; * - l ) / ( l ; : ( : - l ) S e x p ( 2 r í ) y ^ ( l - U * ) d S j y / ^ ( l - u : f ! ) d 5 J . 
(Recall that the function h identically vanishes since g'(u) > 0 for all 0 < u á 1, accord-
ing to condition (A.6) of Lemma A.2.) A further substitution of (4.5), (4.20) into (4.31) 
yields 
(4.34) » * - f , S A i ( i i * - « # ) d x + ( i ; : ( [ - l ) [ exp(y f ) - l ] . 
Jn 
When taking into account (4.7), (4.16), (4.28), (4.29), the following inequalities 
are obtained from (4.30)-(4.34): 
(4.35) f / ( l - f ) S ( 2 A V n + a-Sn / / i ) [ l -exp(-fc7yf)] , 
(4.36) f / ( l - f ) S A V n [ l - e x p ( - f c , r í ) ] + ( ^ í i / í * ) [ l - e x p ( - y f ) ] , 
(4.37) f / ( l - f ) < ( 2 o - S n / M ) s i n h ( y f ) , ( l + í ) / ( l - í ) < e x p ( y f ) ¡ f £ > 0 , 
(4.38) f / ( l - í ) £ A V n [ l - e x p ( - y f c , f ) ] + ( l - f ) [ e x p ( y f ) - l ] / 4 . 
If inequality (4.24) ((4.25) or (4.26), respectively) holds, then (4.35) ((4.36) or (4.38), 
respectively) yields £ = 0 (i.e., v% = v*); then u^ = u* (apply Lemma A.l and take into 
account that fc, = 0) and the conclusión of the theorem follows. If (4.27) holds, then 
£ = 0 and the conclusión of the theorem follows again. Use the second inequality (4.37) 
if y S 2 to prove it, and observe that if y > 2 and £ > 0, then (4.27) and the first inequality 
(4.37) yield 
HT\y) < ( l / f - l ) s i n h ( y f ) ; 
but this inequality cannot be satisfied for any £ > 0 since the máximum of its second 
member, in 0 S £ S 1, is H\l(y). 
THEOREM 4.3 (Global asymptotic stabilityfor large <j>2). In addition to the assump-
tions of Theorem 4.1, let the function g satisfy conditions (A.7) and (A.8) of Lemma 
A.3. Then, (1.1), (1.2), (2.1) have a unique steady state, which is globally asymptotically 
stable for 
(4.39) <f>2^<t>2c = o-(<T + p/Pl)/G(8), 
if S is such that 0 < 5 S= a and satisfies one of the following inequalities: 
(4.40) y^yc = (l-S)H2(a1(l-S)/2+l/2a1(l-S)), 
(4.41) 5 S max {(1 + l / a , ) / [ l + yks(l + 2a2)], 2a3/[a4 + s/a24-4a3]}, 
where (i) the strictly increasing function G and the constants pt, a, and k% are as in 
Lemma A.3; (ii) the strictly increasing function H2:[l, oo[-» [2, oo[ (see Fig. 2) is given 
byH2(y) = l+yfor l^y^2,H2(y) = h3[h4l(y)~\for 2< y <oo; (iü) the strictly increasing 
functions h3: [0, oo[ -> [3, oo[ and h4: [0, oo[ -* [2, oo[ are defined by 
h3(z) = z2 sinh z/(z cosh z — sinh z), n4(z) = (sinh z cosh z — z)/(z cosh z —sinh z); 
and (iv) the parameters al, a2, a3, and a4 are 
a¡ = aSJix, a2 = XfiVJo-Sn, a3 = (l + l /a?) / ( l + a2), 
a4 = [(l + ai)(2 + a2) + '>*8(l+2a2)]/a1(l + a2). 
R-oo/ If (4.39) holds and 0 < S S a, then (Lemma A.3) 
(4.42) 0 « u*S M* < S S a, OS M * - w* S S[l - e x p (-yfc8£)], 
F I G . 2. The function H2 ofTheorems 4.3 and 4.4. 
where f = l/u^ — l / u * S 1. Then if the function h is chosen to be such that h(u) = 0 
for O á i i S a (this may be done, with h satisfying (4.8), (4.9), since the function g 
satisfies (A.7)), 
(4.43) h(u*{x)) = h(u*(x)) = 0 f o r a l l x e Ü . 
Let us first assume that <f>2 and 5 satisfy (4.39), (4.40) and prove that £ = 0. To 
this end, we define 
A:|c = l + / i"1o-exp(-y^) (l-u^ds, 
Jan (4.44) 
A* = l + ¿i- lo-exp(y£) (l-u*)ds. 
Jan 
A ^ S D ^ and A*gu*, as it comes out from (4.5), (4.6), (4.20), (4.21), (4.43). Henee, 
if f were different from zero, it would satisfy 
í=l/ü*-l/v*S(A*-A¿/A*A* 
(4.45) 
<2f l 1 s inh(rf ) / [ l + a 1 ( l - S ) e x p ( - r f ) ] [ l + fli(l-«)exp(rf)], 
or 
1 > (1 -5 )£ [a , ( l -S) /2+ l /2a , ( l - 5) + cosh y£]/sinh y£ 
as obtained from (4.42), (4.44). But this inequality cannot hold for any £ > 0 since the 
mínimum of its second member, in OS £ <oo, is (1 - S)H2(a,(l - 8)/2+í/2a1(l - S))/y, 
and y satisfies (4.40). Then, £ = 0 (i.e., vil. = v*), M„. = u* (Lemma A.3) and the con-
clusión of the theorem follows. 
If </>2 and 5 satisfy (4.39) and (4.41), then 
(4.46) t ^ m a x í l , l + a , ( l - S - a 2 5 ) } , v*>l + a1(l-8), 
as it comes out from (4.5), (4.6), (4.21), (4.42). If £ were different from zero, (4.30), 
(4.42), (4.46) would yield 
l < a 1 ( l + 2a 2 )5 [ l - exp( - fc 8 y í ) ] / | [ l + a i ( l - 5 ) ] m a x { l , l + a 1 ( l - á - a 2 5 ) } . 
But this inequality cannot hold for any £ > 0 if 8 satisfies (4.41), as is easily seen. 
Therefore, £ = 0 and the conclusión of the theorem follows again. 
Remarles. If <j>2c is calculated by means of (4.39), (4.40), then it does not depend 
on A, while if it is obtained from (4.39), (4.41), then <f>2c^><x> as A ->oo. 
It is easily seen that, for fixed valúes of the remaining parameters, the functions 
8-* (f>2c(8) and 8-* yc(8) are strictly decreasing in 0 < 8 < 1. Therefore, if 
(4.47) y<H 2 ( a , /2+ l /2 f l 1 ) , 
then the máximum valué of 8 satisfying (4.40), 8M, is the unique solution of the 
equation y=yc(8). Then, the best valué of <t>2 provided by (4.39), (4.40) is cr(cr + 
p/Pi)/G(8), with 8 = min {a, 8M}. If (4.47) does not hold, then (4.40) is not satisfied 
for any 5 > 0, and Theorem 4.3 does not provide a valué of <f>\ uniformly valid in 
0 < A < oo. Although Theorem 4.3 provides only sufficient conditions for global 
asymptotic stability of the steady state, it may be seen, as a converse of Theorem 4.3 
in a certain sense, that for first-order Arrhenius kinetics (i.e., for g(u) = u) and large 
valúes of a (see [2]), the upper linear instability bound (i.e., the supremum of the set 
of valúes of <f>2 such that the steady state of (1.1), (1.2), (2.1) is linearly unstable), (f)2,, 
satisfies <j>2u-* (f>2,o<°° if T < ( l + fli)2/ai ar»d <£u-»°° otherwise as A -»oo. 
Any 4>l provided by (4.39), (4.40), or by (4.39), (4.41), is such that <j>2c^oo as 
o--»oo. In order to calcúlate a valué of <t>2c uniformly valid in 0<cr<oo, which is 
expected to exist under mild assumptions on the function g, one would need the 
following result, which is stronger than that in Lemma A.3 and seemingly true (under 
mild assumptions on the function g): there are two constants, Á and k, such that, for 
every <r> 0, (i) the problem (A.l) of the Appendix has a unique solution if A S Á, and 
(ii) if ÁSA 2 <Á!<oo , then the solutions of (A.l) for A = A, and A = A2, M, and w2, 
satisfy |M2(X) — ux(x)\^k(Ax — A2), for all x e Ü . Property (i) may be proved if one is 
able to obtain an upper multiplicity bound Á when the Robin boundary data in (A.l) 
is replaced by Dirichlet data: u = 1 on dfi; if íl is the unit ball of Rp, this comes out 
from results by Dancer [23] that were obtained by means of topological degree theory; 
unfortunately, even if the results of [23] are extended to arbitrary bounded domains 
of Rp, they do not seem to provide the constant k of part (ii) of the required result 
above. Related results in the literature, such as those in [24], [25], do not apply to our 
case. 
Theorems 4.4 and 4.5 below provide a uniform valué of <j>2c in 0<cr<oo but they 
require the function g to be strictly increasing. 
THEOREM 4.4 (Global asymptotic stabilityfor large <j>2). In addition to the assump-
tions of Theorem 4.1, letus assume that g is such that g'{u) > 0 for all 0 < w S l , and that 
(4.48) 2 < y S H 2 ( a 1 / 2 + l / 2 a 1 ) , 
where the constant a, and the function H2 (see Fig. 2) are as defined in Theorem 4.3. 
Then, (1.1), (1.2), (2.1) have a unique steady state, which is globally asymptotically stable 
if 
(4.49) <t>2^2^/Ssl)2K[pSn/lxpl + 2r/l'KVG{Sl), 
where the constants 8, 5,, and K are the unique solutions of the equations 
(4.50) y = ( l - S ) H 2 [ a 1 ( l - S ) / 2 + l / 2 a , ( l - á ) ] , 0<8<l, 
(4.51) (1 - 50 /720(5 , ) = (1 + D / 2 p 2 ) ' - V ( l +p/trPl)/G(8), 0 < 5 1 < 1 , 
(4.52) H2(K/2 + 2 /K) = ya5, K g l , 
the constants p , , p2 , and D are as defined in Lemma A.4, and 
a5 = (1 + D/2p 2 ) p - ' [p /p 1 +V(p/p1)2 + 21- , / 'a6]V2G(l)/a6G(S1) , 
a6 = 2(M /Sn)2[p50 /A ip1 + 2- 1 / p] . 
Remarks. If y S 2 , then the conclusión of the theorem is true for all <¿>2>0, 
according to Theorem 4.2. Equation (4.50) has a unique solution if y satisfies (4.48), 
as was seen in a remark above. For a given valué of 5, (4.51) has a unique solution 
8¡ (which is such that 8¡ < 8), since the first member of (4.51) is a strictly decreasing 
function of 5!, and it approaches 0 and °o as Sj -» 1 and as 5, -* 0, respectively. Since 
the second member of (4.52) is larger than 2 (a5> 1 and y > 2 ) , (4.52) has a unique 
solution (recall that H2(l) = 2, H2 is strictly increasing and //2(y)->oo as y-*oo). 
Proof of Theorem 4.4. If <f>2G(8) exp (y-y/u ¡ ) :)So-(o- + p/p1) , then U ^ U ' Í Í 
(Lemma A.3) and, as in the proof of Theorem 4.3, £= l/v^ — l/v* is seen to satisfy 
(4.45), which implies £ = 0 (i.e., v^ = v*). Then ult. = u* (Lemma A.l), and the con-
clusión of the theorem follows. 
If </>2G(á)exp (y -y /u # )<c r ( c r + p/p , ) , then w* =min{u*(x): xedíl} satisfy 
(Lemma A.4) 
(4.53) (1 - u* ) /72G(«*) < (1 + D/2p 2 )" -V( l +p/trPl)/G(S). 
Since the first member of (4.53) is a strictly decreasing function of u* and 81 satisfies 
(4.51), 5, Sw* and 
(4.54) 5,<u*(x) f o r a l l x e a ü . 
Then, u* and u%, = max {u*(x): x e díl} = max {u*(x): xeü,} satisfy (Lemma A.4) 
(4.55) cr(l - «*) < (1 + D/2P2)"-V2A,G(1), 
(4.56) <T(1 - «*,) > A ; | :G(51)/[p/p1+V(/ ) /p1)2 + 21-1/,,A:ISG(51)] = / ¿KJSn 
where 
(4.57) A ^ ^ e x p í y - y / i ; * ) . 
Since íC g 1 and <¡>2 satisfies (4.49), we have A^GÍS,) g <¿>2G(S,) g a6, and 
(4.58) (1 + D/2P2)'-1y/2AJt¡G(\) SJ (¿K*^ as . 
Furthermore, (4.49), (4.56), (4.57) yield 
(4.59) KSK*. 
Then, if A* and A* are as defined by (4.44), £ = 1/ u* -1/1>* S (A* - AJ/A^A* must 
vanish because otherwise it would satisfy 
£ < a 5 s i n h ( y £ ) / ( K / 2 + l / 2 K + coshy£), 
as it comes out from (4.44), (4.55), (4.56), (4.58), (4.59), or 
a 5 >(K72+l /2K:+coshy£) / s inhy£ 
and this inequality cannot hold for any £ > 0 since the minimum of its second member 
in0S$<ooisH 2 (K/2+l /2K) /y,andK satisfies(4.52).Therefore,£ = 0(i.e., v* = v*), 
u% = u* (Lemma A.l) and the conclusión of the theorem follows. 
Observe that the second member of (4.49) does not depend on A. The following 
theorem provides a better result if A is sufficiently small. It also applies for arbitrarily 
large valúes of cr. 
THEOREM 4.5 (Global asymptotic stabilityfor large (f>2). In addition to the hypothesis 
of Theorem 4.1, let us assume that the function g satisfies condition (A.6) of Lemma 
A.2, and that 
(4.60) y > 2 , 8 = max {(1 + l / a , ) / [ l + y/c7(l +2a2)], 2a3/[a7 + Ja2-4a3]}< 1, 
where the constants ax, a2, and a3 are as in Theorem 4.3, k7 is as defined in Lemma 
A.2, and 
a7 = [(l + a1)(2+a2)+yfe7(l+2a2)]/a1(l + a2). 
Then, (1.1), (1.2), (2.1) possess a unique solution, which is globally asymptotically stable 
if 
^
2 g2( M /S n ) 2 K[pS n / A t p 1 + 2-1 / í 'X]/G(51), 
where 5] is the unique solution of 
(1 - 51)/V2G(51) = (1 + D/2p 2 )" -V( l + p/aPl)/G(8), 0 < 5 1 < 1 , 
the constants p¡, p2, and D are as in Lemma A.4, and 
(4.61) X = [ y - 2 + AVn + V(y + AVíí)2 + 4yAfc7Víl]/2. 
Remark. If y S2 or if 8 g 1, then the conclusión of the theorem is trae for all 
<f>2>0, according to Theorem 4.2. 
Proof. If 0 2 G(5)exp(y-y/ t ; : i : )go-(o- + p/p1) , then u*Su*S8 (Lemma A.3) 
and, as in the proof of Theorem 4.3, £ = l/v^-l/v* is seen to satisfy 
£Sa 1 ( l+2a 2 )S [ l - exp( - f c 7 yf ) ] / [ l + a 1 ( l - S ) ] m a x { l , l + a 1 ( l - S - a 2 S ) } . 
This inequality cannot hold for any £ > 0 if S is given by (4.60). Therefore, £ = 0 (i.e., 
v^ = v*), u% = M* (Lemma A.l) and the conclusión of the theorem follows. 
If <£2G(5)exp(y-y/u J | . )<o-(0-+p/pi) , then u* = min{w*(x): xedíl} satisfies 
(4.53) (Lemma A.4). As in the proof of Theorem 4.4, this implies that u* satisfies 
(4.54). Then u* and u%, = max {u*(x): x e díl} are seen to satisfy (4.55), (4.56), where 
A„. is given again by (4.57), and K satisfies (4.59) again. In addition, u^ and u* satisfy 
(4.28) (Lemma A.2). Then 5* and B*, which are defined by 
B ^ l - A («*-«*) dx + ^ - ' o - (l-u*)ds, 
Jn Jan 
B* = l +
 M~
1o-exp(yf) (l-u*)ds, 
Jan 
satisfy 
0SB*-B*=iA í ( « * - « „ ) <íx + ( B * - l ) t l - e x p ( - r f ) ] , 
(4.62) 
B^l + K-\Vn, B*^l + K, 
as it comes out from (4.56), (4.59). Also, í ^ ^ and B * g c * (see (4.5), (4.6), (4.21)). 
Henee, Z=\/víf-\/v*^{B*-B¿)/B*B* satisfies 
| S [ l - e x p ( - y £ ) ] / ( l + K - A V n ) + AVn[ l -exp(-fc7y£)]/( l + K)( l + K - A V n ) , 
as obtained from (4.28), (4.62). But this inequality cannot hold for any £ > 0 if K is 
given by (4.61), as it is easily seen. Therefore £ = 0 and the conclusión of the theorem 
follows. 
Finally, since the steady-state solutions of (1.1), (1.2) do not depend on the 
parameter A, the following corollary is true. 
COROLLARY 4.6. If for some A > 0, the hypothesis ofone of the Theorems 4.1-4.5 
hold, then (1.1), (1.2) has a unique steady state. 
5. Concluding remarks. A sequence of nested, globally finitely attracting, invariant 
regions of the phase space of (1.1), (1.2), (2.1), converging to an invariant, globally 
asymptotically stable región, has been obtained in § 3. In § 4, some quantitative sufncient 
conditions (<f>2 sufficiently large or small, or g increasing and y sufficiently small) for 
global asymptotic stability of the steady state have been obtained, for a kinetic function 
/ofthetype/(w, v) = g(u) exp ( y - y / u ) . Some of the results, which were not uniformly 
valid in 0 < A < oo if y is too large, have been explained by comparison with linear 
stability results that were obtained in [2]. Of course, similar results to those of § 4 may 
be obtained for any kinetic function satisfying assumption (H.2), such as that in (1.6). 
The results of § 3 remain valid when the Robin type of boundary data is replaced 
by Dirichlet boundary data (M = 1 on díl), and a \aíl (1-w) ds is replaced by 
ían (du/dn) ds everywhere. To see that, a unit order (see, e.g., Amann [26]) must be 
used to replace the definition of the order relation « at the end of § 1 by Mj« u2 means 
that there is a positive constant c such that w1(x) + ce(x)Su2(x) for all x e ü , where 
the unit e is defined by Ae +1 = 0 in ft, e = 0 on díl. Such order definition could have 
been used in § 3 to obtain results for both Robin and Dirichlet problems at the same 
time, although it has not been done for the sake of clarity. 
Growth restrictions on the function f are not necessary for the ideas of § 3 to 
apply. The assumption/„(u, v) > 0 has been imposed because it is satisfied by the most 
commonly used kinetic functions (i.e., by those in (1.4)-(1.6)), but it could be removed; 
then the definition of the sequence (3.1)-(3.7) should be changed somewhat. 
The ideas of this paper are naturally extended if: (a) the Laplacian operator A is 
replaced by a uniformly strongly elliptic operator; (b) the function / and/or the 
boundary data depend on the space variable x; or (c) the linear boundary conditions 
in (1.1) are replaced by appropriate nonlinear ones. They apply also to some more 
general reaction-diffusion problems, such as the nonisothermal model (1.1), (1.3) (this 
point is currently under research). Nevertheless, (1.1), (1.2) has been considered first 
because such isothermal model (a) has practical interest in itself (not only as a limit 
of (1.1), (1.3)), as was explained in the Introduction, and (b) itretains the main intrinsic 
diñiculty of (1.1), (1.3), namely, the flow defined by (1.1), (1.2) is not monotone. Also, 
global stability results for (1.1)-(1.2) may be (and have been) compared with local 
stability results, which were obtained in [2] for the slab geometry and first-order 
Arrhenius kinetics. 
Appendix. Let us consider the elliptic semilinear problem 
(A.l) Aw = Ag(w) in í l , du/dn = a{\-u) on díl, 
where ASO, <r>0, í l c R p (p = l, 2, or 3) satisfies assumption (H.l) and the C1-
function g satisfies (4.2). 
LEMMA A.l. Under the assumptions above: 
A. The problem (A.l) possesses a minimal and a maximal solution, u, üe C2(fÍ) 
such that 
(A.2) 0 « u S w « l . 
B. The solution of (A.l) is unique if OS A < a/kx Soo, where a>0 is the smallest 
eigenvalue of (2.2), and &; is given by (4.9). Furthermore, ifu¡ and u2 are the solutions 
of (A.l) for A = A! and for A = A2 with 0 S A 2 < A , < a / í : 1 S o o , then 
(A.3) 0«M2-w,S/c2[fc3 + fc4A,fc,/(a-A1fc1)](A1-A2), 
where 
/c2 = max {g(«): OS u g 1}, k3 = max{<pr(x): xeÚ,}, k4 = max{t¡/2(x): xeÚ,}, 
ipi » 0 is the unique solution of 
A^, + 1=0 m i l , 3i/f1/a« + cri//1=0 on díl, 
and I/Í2 is any eigenfunction of (2.2) such that i¡/2 = ^i-
Proof. A. For the existence of the minimal and maximal solutions of (A.l) see, 
e.g., [13], [14], or [20]. Inequalities (A.2) follow by standard arguments, using máximum 
principies. 
B. Since the function u - ^ g ^ + fcjw is nondecreasing in O á u á l , £/ = w —w 
satisfies 
(A.4) At/ + Afc,[ /s0 iní í , dU/dn + o-U = 0 ondíl. 
Then, if Afc, <a, the generalized máximum principie (see [17]) shows that [/SO. 
Therefore, u = ü and the solution of (A.l) is unique. 
Since the smallest eigenvalue of (2.2) depends continuously on the parameter cr 
(see, e.g., [22]), one may choose e > 0 sufficiently small for the smallest eigenvalue of 
(A.5) Ai/í + a1i/» = 0 in íl, dt¡//dn + (a-e)if/ = 0 on díl, 
£*!, to be such that íc,Ai á a , . Then if i/»» 0 is an eigenfunction of (A.5), U = (u2 — ui)/t¡/ 
satisfies 
il/AU + 2Vip-VU^A1[g(u2)-g(u1)] + al(u2-ul) iní l , 3U/3n + eU = 0 ondSl. 
Then, standard máximum principies show that £/ » 0, i.e., that u2» «!. 
Finally, U = u2-M1-(A1-A2)fc2[</'i + A1fc1t/f2/(a-A1fc1)] is easily seen to satisfy 
(A.4) with A = Aj. Therefore, [/SO and the second inequality (A.3) readily follows. 
Remark. If g'(u) g 0 for all u e [0,1], then fcj = 0, the solution of (A.l) is unique 
for all ASO and inequalities (A.3) become 0 « M2-M1£fc2fc3(A1-A2). Under an addi-
tional mild assumption on the function g, the following lemma provides another upper 
bound to u2 — ux, which is stronger than that above when A2 is large. 
LEMMA A.2. In addition to the assumptions of Lemma A.l, let us assume that 
(A.6) k-, = sup {g(u)/ug'(u): 0 < w S1} < oo. 
Let u, andu2 be the solutions of (A.l) for A = A! and A = A2 with 0 ^ A2< A,<oo. Then 
0 « M 2 - «i S [i - (A^A,)*7] max {u2(x): x e fi}. 
Remark. Assumption (A.6) implies that g'(u)>0 for all 0 < w S l . Although the 
converse is not true in general, it is true if, for example, the function u->g'(u) is 
nondecreasing in a neighborhood of u = 0, as is the case for most commonly used 
kinetic functions (e.g., for those given in (1.4), (1.5)). 
Proof U = u2 — «! » 0 satisfies 
AU = A2g(u2)-A1g(u1) in í í , dU/dn + aU = 0 onaíí . 
Let x0 be a point (not necessarily unique) where the máximum of U is attained. Since 
a > 0 and U(x0) > 0, x0 cannot be a point of dfi. Then, A U S 0 at x = x0 and 
A2/A, S g(ui(*o))/g(«2(*0)) = [«ííXoV^íxó)]1^, 
where the second inequality is easily obtained when using (A.6) (the function w-> 
g(u)/ul,kl is nondecreasing). Then the conclusión of the lemma readily follows. 
Let us assume now that the function g is such that there exists a constant a, 
0 < a S l , satisfying 
(A.7) g'(u)>0 for all 0 < w S a , g(a)<g(u) f o r a l l a < M S l , 
(A.8) fc8 = sup{g(M)/Mg'(w): 0 < « S o } < o o . 
Then, we have the following. 
LEMMA A.3. Let us assume that, in addition to the hypothesis of Lemma A.l, (A.7) 
holds. If 
(A.9) AG(a)^o-(o- + p/Pl) 
then (A.l) has a unique solution, u = u(x), which satisfies 
(A.10) AG(u(x))^o-{o- + p/Pl) forallxeCl, 
where p, is defined in the interior sphere property (assumption (H.l); see Introduction), 
and G:[0,1]-»R is the strictly increasing function 
(A.11) G(u)= g(z)dz. « ) Í " ¡ 
Jo 
If, in addition, (A.8) holds and if ux and u2 are the solutions of (A.l) for A = A, 
and A = A2, where Ax and A2 satisfy (A.9) and A 2 <A 1 <°o, then 
(A.12) 0 « u2 - u, S [1 - (A2/A,)''8] max {M2(X): X e ñ} . 
Proo/ Let u = u(x) be a solution of (A.l) and let x0 be a point (not necessarily 
unique) of Cl where the máximum of u, uM =max{u(x): xe f í } , is attained. x 0 e3í l 
because otherwise A M ( X O ) > 0 . Let S j c í l be the hypersphere, of radius p , , that is 
tangent to díl at x0. We consider the problem 
(A.13) Aw = Agi(w) in 5 , , w = uM ondS¡, 
where the C'-function g¡:[0,1]->R is such that gi(w) = g(M) for O S u S a , g\(u)>0 
for a < u S 1. Problem (A.13) has a unique solution (Lemma A.l), which is spherically 
symmetric (Gidas et al. [27]), and given by 
(A.14) r1"pd[rp~ l dw/dr]/dr= d2w/'dr2+(p-l)r'1 dw/dr = Agl(w) in 0 < r < p , , 
(A.15) dw/dr = 0 a t r = 0, w = uM at r = p , , 
where r = x,x and Xj is the center of Su Furthermore, the solution of (A.13) satisfies 
w(x) g w(x) for all x e S¡, as it is easily seen by means of máximum principies. Henee 
(A.16) o-(l - u M ) = (du/dn)x=Xo^(dw/dr)r=Pl. 
On the other hand, integration of (A.14), (A.15) yields 
(A.17) rp~l dw/dr = A\ z^g^wiz)) dz. 
Jo 
Therefore, the function r->w(r) is strictly increasing and (A.17) yields pdw/dr< 
Arg,(w(r)) for all 0 < r S p j . Henee, (A.14) implies that the function r-> dw/dr is also 
strictly increasing, and (A.17) leads to 
Pr\dw/dr)UP>A I z"-'g¿w(z)){dw/dz) dz 
J EOt (A.18) 
> \(EPxy-\Gx{uM) - GAw{ePl))l 
for any real constant e such that 0 < e < 1, where 
(A.19) 0 , (10= i gÁz)dz. 
Jo 
But, as it is seen from (A.17), (A.19), 
(A.20)
 Pr\dw/dr)r=p>Agl(w(ep,)) P z""' dz = Agl(w(ePl))pp(l -ep)/p, 
J ep¡ 
(A.21) G^wiepi)) < w(ep,)gi(w(epi)) < "Mgi(w(ePi)). 
Equations (A.16), (A.18), (A.20)-(A.21) lead to the inequality 
AG,(uM) < o-(l - u M ) [ e ^ V ( l - uM) + puM/Pl{\ - ep)L 
which is valid for 0 < e < 1. Then, when replacing ep by 1 - uM, we obtain (recall that 
0 < M M < 1 ) 
(A.22) AGl(uM)<cr(o- + p/pl). 
Since the function Gx is strictly increasing and Gi(w) = G(u) for O á u S a, if A satisfies 
(A.9), then (A.22) yields uM <a, i.e., any solution of (A.l) satisfies 
(A.23) u(x)<a f o r a l l x e í i . 
Then, (A.l) has a unique solution, as it comes out when Lemma A.l and máximum 
principies are applied and (A.7) and (A.23) are taken into account. Inequality (A.10) 
is readily obtained from (A.22). 
Finally, (A. 12) is obtained by the argument of the proof of Lemma A.2, when 
taking into account that u, and u2 satisfy (A.23). 
LEMMA A.4. In addition to the assumptions of Lemma A.l, let us assume that 
g'(u) > 0 for a l / 0 < i í á l , and let u = u(x) be the (unique) solution of (A.l) for a given 
valué of A>0 . Then, uM = max{u(x): xedí l} = max{w(x): xeQ.)}, and um = 
min {u(x): x e díí} satisfy 
(A.24) or(l - uM) > AG(« M ) / [p /p 1 +V(p/p 1 ) 2 + 2 1- 1 / pAG(U M)] , 
(A.25) o-(l - um) < (1 + D/2p2)p-^2AG(um), 
where p¡ and p2 are defined in the interior and exterior sphere properties (assumption 
(H.l); see Introduction), D is the diameter of íl and the strictly increasing function 
G:[0, 1]H>R is defined by (A.ll). 
Proof. The argument that led to (A.21) in the proof of Lemma A.3 shows that uM 
satisfies 
AG(« M )< <r(l - « M ) [ e 1 _ M l - «M) + P « M / P I Ü - e")] 
for all 0 < e < 1. Then, if ep =\ (A.24) is readily obtained. 
Let x0edíl be a point (not necessarily unique) where um is attained. Let S2 be 
the hypersphere of radius p2, tangent to díl at x0 to which the exterior sphere property 
refers. Let x2 be the center of S2 and let S be the hypersphere of center at x2 radius 
p2+D. Then Q,c:S-S2. Let w : S - S 2 ^ R b e defined by 
(A.26) Aw = Ag(w) in S-S2, w = um on d(S-S2). 
Problem (A.26) possesses a unique solution, which is spherically symmetric, and given 
by 
r
1
'" d[r"~l dw/dr]/dr = Ag(w) in p2< r<p2+D, (A.27) 
w = um at r = p2 and r = p2 + D 
where r = x2x. To see this, observe that (A.27) has (at least) a solution (see, e.g., Keller 
[13]), and that (A.26) has (at most) one solution (Lemma A.l). 
The (unique) solution of (A.26) satisfies (apply máximum principies) 
0<w(x)<H m for all x e S — S2, w(x)Su(x) f o r a l l x e ñ . 
Henee 
(A.28) -{dw/dr)r=P2^(du/dn)x=Xo=a(\-um). 
On the other hand, let r, > p2 be the smallest valué of r where dw/dr = 0. Since 
r, S p 2 + D/2 (see Gidas et al. [27]), when (A.27) is multiplied by r2p~2 dw/dr and the 
resulting equation is integrated between p2 and rx, we obtain 
= -2A f 'r 2" 
J P2 
[pp2-\dw/dr)r=P2Y  | r¿p-2g(w(r)){dw/dr) dr 
(A
-
29)
 f-m 
S2Ar2""2 I g(w) dw<2A(p2+ D/2)2p-2G(um) 
where w, = w(r,)>0. Then (A.25) readily follows from (A.28), (A.29), taking into 
account that {dw/dr)r=P2<0. 
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